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Why manage for wildlife? strategies presented in this chapter will be based
upon the existing vegetative conditions and other

Habitat change and loss are major obstacles to land uses on the property and in adjacent areas.
overcome in conserving wildlife populations now Managing the wildlife resource as the primary
and in the future. Urban development activities objective requires, in some instances, that other
have resulted in losing nearly 700,000 acres of resources be managed at reduced intensity. For
Florida's forestlands between 1980-87 (based on example, timber harvests will be designed prima-
information in "Forest Statistics for Florida, 1987," rily to improve wildlife habitat, with maximum
Resource Bulletin SE-101, USDA-FS, 1988). wood production a secondary benefit. A typical
Nonindustrial private landowners, who control Forest Stewardship Plan in this case would include
almost half the remaining forests in the state, have management strategies that accomplish the
the greatest potential for improving habitat condi- following:
tions and perpetuating wildlife populations.

* create, enhance or improve sufficient habitat to
Landowners can obtain both tangible and intan- support suitable populations of desired species;

gible benefits from managing wildlife. Tangible
benefits primarily accrue from leasing rights for • maintain healthy game populations selected by
hunting and other forms of outdoor recreation in- the landowner in a manner consistent with
volving wildlife. Fees collected from these activities habitat carrying capacity;
can provide income to pay property taxes and other
management costs. The provision of various E provide diverse and abundant populations of
services (e.g., guides, dogs, lodging, meals, etc.) desired nongame wildlife species, particularly
associated with hunting can also provide another those that are dependent on mature timber;
source of income. Although public demand for
wildlife-related outdoor recreation (e.g., hiking, • manage habitat and populations to protect flora
camping, birdwatching, canoeing, etc.) has not yet and fauna listed as threatened or endangered.
reached the point of providing significant income
for the private landowner in Florida, the potential The key is that all resource management deci-
exists and will increase in the future. (See the sions are based on creating and maintaining suffi-
Recreation chapter for more information on cient habitat.
operating a commercial forestland enterprise.)

Where wildlife management is a secondary objec-
Intangible benefits from wildlife management tive to other resources, the compatibility of various

can include the excitement derived from observing management options becomes important. Those
wildlife, the satisfaction of providing desirable wildlife species whose habitat requirements are
habitat for these species and the pride from compatible with practices designed to enhance the
receiving recognition for conservation efforts, landowner's selected primary resources will thrive.
Options for wildlife management All stewardship plans should include wildlife

management plans to accomplish the following:
Any discussion of wildlife resources must begin

by recognizing the existence of potential for a vari- E enhance, maintain or create habitat for desired
ety of wildlife species groups. These include game species in a manner that is consistent with the
and nongame species, threatened and endangered primary objective for the land;
species, and even nuisance species. Management
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